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KinderTEK®Math
Taking	it	to	the	next	level

What is KinderTEK?
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Video about KinderTEK

https://youtu.be/vd5pDWyqP6E

To recap, KinderTEK offers:
• Students:

• Common Core-aligned instruction with scaffolding and academic feedback; all 
progress tracked so students pick up where left off

• Practice and review

• Formative and summative assessment

• Rewards as students work and reward activities each session

• In-app reports 
• Teachers:

• Control over student experience (at class level, at student level; content, format, time, 
supports)

• In-app student-level reports and student/content management for educators 
(Common Core-aligned; exportable, shareable) 

• Web-based student-level & group/class-level reports and student/content 
management for educators & administrators (Common Core-aligned; exportable, 
shareable)

https://youtu.be/vd5pDWyqP6E
https://youtu.be/vd5pDWyqP6E
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Intended uses of KinderTEK:
• Intervention for early elementary students struggling 

with kindergarten math content

• e.g., K-1 classrooms

• e.g., K-3 resource rooms

• Kindergarten math supplement (e.g., Preventative 
intervention, Math practice, Fluency-building, Gap filler)

• Kindergarten readiness tool for preschoolers 

• Positive, math-based screentime for kids at after school 
programs, daycares, or home J

What makes KinderTEK 
different from other apps?

• Feasible; truly built for students and educators & 
studied in many classrooms

• Relies on evidence-based instructional practices 
and takes advantages of iPad affordances

• Automatically differentiates instruction 

• Customization options

• Implementation resources
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KinderTEK development & evaluation:

Plan
1.User need(s)
2.Critical content / sound instructional design principles
3.Scope/sequence and presentation

Iteratively
Develop

1. Idea / discussion
2. Script / Mockup
3. In-house review
4. User review/test
5. Quality assurance

Validate
1.Small trials (dev’t)
2.Medium trial (pilot)

Efficacy 
Test

Repeat with next study (even if efficacy, 
likely making improvements along the way) 
Tech is never done!

(repeat 1-4, as needed)

Large trials

How have we prepared for 
public dissemination?
• Trademarked KinderTEK name*

• Established IP agreements between developers and researchers*

• Developed products and services for likely users, use-cases and purchasing 
constraints

• Have privacy agreements in place for apps and website components (though need 
to be updated for public use)*

• Re-made underlying models so that KinderTEK compatible with Dibels Data System 
licensing mode and piloted system in 2018-19.

• Started info-gathering and discussions re: the many logistical pieces to solve (how 
take $? Who signs up and pays? Who makes user accounts?)*

• Established social media presence; dipped our toes into video marketing endeavors

• Offered continued use/access to past research participants and non-research use to 
interested educators

*Thanks, Chuck and team, for being involved!
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How do people currently learn 
about KinderTEK?

• Research recruiting process by region/local network and through Dibels Data System general call for 

interested participants

• Research presentations at practitioner conferences (NASP, CEC, CLD, ATIA, AERA; we have NOT done 

exhibit halls, regional conferences, etc.)

• Showcases organized by UO and feds (NSF STEM for All Video Showcase, Department of Education Ed 

Games Expo; Department of Education Take your kid to work day; UO Innovation Day; UO COE Showcase)

• App Store (have been keeping under radar until ready to support public use; Basic currently $; Pro 

available for free, but need to have research team activate…eventually licensing process would activate)

• KinderTEK.com
• Social media:

• Facebook
• Twitter
• YouTube Channel (where we post some how-to videos that 

website links to)

• Next up? Get onto WWC,  “app review” and “recommended 
intervention” lists  (e.g., NCII, Graphite, Children’s Technology Review, 
Educational App Store, Teachers with Apps)

NOTE: We really have done no active marketing to the public, per se

What do we expect of the market?
• Teachers will see value in KinderTEK, particularly for their struggling learners

• A LOT of content for students and high level and detailed level reports for teachers
• EASY to use and improves teachers’ ability to work with small groups of students

• KinderTEK will be used for multiple purposes with multiple ages (including home use) but…
• Only K-level content
• It is NOT a core program
• NOTE: We can split out home use from classroom use (i.e., make separate app) if needed to simplify 

licensing/marketing
• Teachers will often find KinderTEK on their own, start using it, then want to expand use for themselves (“Go Pro”) or for 

their school/district
• That’s why we built a “basic to pro” upgrade feature….teachers/students won’t lose existing data
• Licensing process needs to consider this eventuality
• Similarly, some sites have horrible WiFi. Basic is for them. If their WiFi improves, they can upgrade to Pro.

• We are competing with…
• decent and expensive programs (e.g., DreamBox) that are far more comprehensive and offer similar 

services/advantages
• Decent and less expensive apps (e.g., ABC Mouse) that seem similar, but in fact are not AND don’t offer same 

flexibility
• “Regular apps” that are all over the board, far less comprehensive, and do NOT offer similar services/advantages 

Note: There will be costs after research project ends (technical support; website updates; updating apps/servers in response 
to new iOS, discovered technical bugs, capacity)
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How might you help?
*We have talked through some of these ideas, but not with educator input 

• Talk to (potential) key adopters

• What products and licensing/pricing models are already being 
used by stakeholders? How are those going and why?

• Find out rules & practices related to

• Intervention vs. supplement (vs. core)

• Traditional vs. digital (how do processes and expectations/assumptions 
differ?)
• With and without professional development, technical support, etc.

• One-time purchase vs. annual license (& associated assumptions)

• Who can pay for what? What approvals needed, in what format, where?

• What form of payment? What time of year?

(cont’d.)
• What price point is appropriate? What level (i.e., per 

student, class, or school)?
• Basic if re-usable student “seats” (i.e., teacher can wipe out 

student usage and start over the next year)

• Basic if single-use student “seats” (e.g., app expires after 1 year 
or only has 30 seats that can’t be “reset”)

• Yearly subscription to Pro – price per student, per class
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What will we DO with that 
information?
• Adapt KinderTEK further to accommodate licensing 

levels/needs

• Run projections based on different models

• Structure our marketing to reach the appropriate 
decision-makers 

• Structure our purchase/licensing process (initial, 
expansion, renewals) and onboarding process (e.g., user 
account set-ups for admin, teachers, and students) to
suit the needs of the different purchasers and users

KinderTEK®
IES NCSER Goal 2 Dev’t

(2011-15)
Strand Cary, M. & Clarke, B.

IES NCER Goal 3 Efficacy 
(2017-21)

Strand Cary, M., Shanley, L., & Clarke, B.

OSEP Stepping Up 
Technology
(2014-19)

Strand Cary, M. & Clarke, B.

KinderTEK has been supported by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, through 
Grants R324A110286 &  R305A170044 and by the Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of 
Education, through Grant H327S140019 to the University of Oregon. 

The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent the positions or polices of the Department of 
Education.  No official endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education of any product, commodity, service or 
enterprise mentioned in this publication is intended or should be inferred.  This product is public domain.  
Authorization to reproduce it in whole or in part is granted.  While permission to reprint this publication is not 
necessary, the citation should be: 

Strand Cary (2018, April). KinderTEK Math – Taking it to the next level. [PowerPoint slides]. Retrieved from 
https://kindertek.com/why-ktek/research

Institute of Education Sciences 
U.S. Department of Education
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Stay in touch!

KinderTEK.com

mscary@uoregon.edu

Model of implementation & logistics are chosen 
by teachers

• For what purpose?

• Intervention, supplement, or K-readiness

• Which app?

• Device-centered (Basic) or Wi-Fi synced (Pro)

• How scheduled?

• Full class, half class, small group rotations, math center, or pull-out

• Which mode?

• Sequenced (System choice), Directed (Teacher + system choice), Exploration (student 
choice), Screening mode (System choice; only test phases), Guest (data not linked to 
user)

• How long? How often?

• 10, 15, 20 min sessions

• Daily, 2-3 times per week, occasionally…

mailto:mscary@uoregon.edu
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Other aspects of the instructional 
experience are customized by the app, 
teachers & students

Content of the day

18

Exploration 
mode

Sequenced, 
Directed, & 
Screening 

modes
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Differentiation within and across lessons

• # items

• # steps to solve item

• Feedback

• Rewards

• Chances

• Easier or harder? Instruction is differentiated to 
suit each student. 
Performance moment-by-moment and over time 
dictates the instruction student receives

Pretest 
(Act A )

Short, Long

Lead (1)

Short 
(targeted)

Pretest 
(Act B)

Test
Short, Long

Model

Exit 

Act.

Lead (2+)

3
 e

xits =
 “skip

”

Individualized Instructional Delivery Options 
(IIDOs)

• Rewards & pacing
• When? How long? Reward for what?

• Self-monitoring / student control
• On screen timer or progress bar?
• Visual and/or audio indicator to prompt 

actions?
• Progress path access?
• Exit allowed?
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What evidence-based practices went 
into KinderTEK?

• Critical content (whole number concepts identified in CCSS-M)

• Systematic, focused instruction

• Teach prerequisite knowledge, carefully selected 
instructional examples and items; unambiguous teacher 
demonstrations, timely academic feedback

• Visual representations and models of math concepts

• Formative assessments

• Deliberate practice opportunities

• Support long-term maintenance of learning gains and build 
fluency

How does it 
come together in 
the app?
• Scope and 

sequence of lessons 
• Implicit and explicit 

review
• Activity structure: 

pretest-model-lead-
test

For teachers: Professional development and resources before and 
throughout use (and – in part - aimed at using data to inform 
instruction)

Easy & fun to use!

22
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Things to think about
• Most educational technologies don’t emphasize research-based principles in a 

meaningful way and don’t have rigorous research results

• My take? Developers who are education researchers tend to under-promise 
and for-profit developers tend to over-promise!

• Educational technologies are not stand-alone solutions…they are tools in a 
teacher’s toolbox. They will work if…

• Tech is of high quality

• Users understand what the tech is for and how it works

• Tech is “the right tool for the job” (consider goal, students, context, time 
available…)

• Users (students and teachers) use tech as intended 

• Teachers offer – and use - other tools, as needed

Log files & data dashboard
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